ACCOMMODATION COMO IN UNIVERSITY RESIDENCE

Erasmus students must find accommodation by themselves

COMO (students in Tourism, Languages, Law, Physics, Mathematics, Chemistry)

Collegio “La Presentazione”

via Zezio, 58
Como, Italy

In the college there are, available to students:

- single rooms/double rooms, with private bathroom, shared kitchen;
- **What is included**: sheets, blankets, pillow and bath towels
- **What is not included**: kitchen equipment

For information, costs and admission, please, contact

UFFICIO DIRITTO ALLO STUDIO

Tel 0039 0332 219334 - E-mail: dirittoallostudio@uninsubria.it

www.uninsubria.it / web / dirittoallostudio

*PLEASE SPECIFY YOUR ERASMUS STUDENT’S STATUS, home University, degree course and period of stay (from/to), at least 3 months before the arrival.*

*After this deadline the accommodation is not guaranteed.*

Outside of the Collegio, IVARESE02 do not provide accommodation, you need to search for an accommodation autonomously.

The easiest way to find a room in a private shared flat is to look at the notice boards of each Department, where you will find lots of advertisements of other students who are looking for flat mates, as well as flats to rent.